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 Innovative Sinus Lift Technology

 Patented technology around the world 

 Simple and easy to use

 Uses the implant itself to elevate the sinus membrane and 
reduces the risk of perforation

 Enables the detection of sinus membrane movement 
through the implant

 “Smart” configuration allows injection of bone substitute 
directly through the implant

 Unique inner valve screw enables absolute sealing of the 
implant against oral flora

DIVA

Ø 4.2 mm L 11.5 mm 23-70003

Ø 4.2 mm L 13 mm 23-70004

Ø 5.0 mm L 11.5 mm 23-70005

Ø 5.0 mm L 13 mm 23-70006

Advanced Prosthetic Components may be used 
with the DIVA Implants

INTERNAL 
HEX

 *This product is not available in al l  markets where PALTOP operates
 In several countries PALTOP has the marketing rights for this product although not exclusively
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Paltop is a premium manufacturer of dental 
implants that strives to provide highest quality 
products in the dental arena. 

Leveraging decades of collective experience and industry leadership, 
the company established a cutting edge, fully automated manufacturing 
facility and has become one of the world’s leading companies in the world 
in terms of products quality.

Paltop implemented manufacturing technologies that was taken originally 
from the semiconductors industry and the result is that in a comprehensive 
surface analyses study that conducted by Cologne University, comparing 
120 implant systems, Paltop implants founded to have a superior implant 
surface with only pure raw material and without any contaminations.

ABOUT 
PALTOP

Paltop system main 
strengths are as follow: 

Better esthetic results due to 
fully concave emergence profile 
and one abutment - one time 
solutions for reduced tissue 
trauma

Prevents bone loss due to 
combination of extremely clean 
surface and protective titanium 
package

Immediate placement and 
loading due to unique implant 
design that combines the 
advantages of the traditional 
passive implants with the 
advantages of active implants, 
along with tailor made step 
drills and final drills creating 
an accurate implant-shaped 
osteotomy

User friendly surgical kits provides 
simplicity and comfortability 
during the surgical treatment. 

Paltop developed comprehensive 
solution in digital dentistry and 
today Paltop serves dentist 
worldwide in digital individual 
treatment workflows via its 
unique platform
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The illustration shows a complex packaging design where the 
implant is inserted in a separate sleeve made of the 
same material (grade 5 titanium) as the implant itself 

to reduce the influence of other materials to a minimum.

The Ultra High Purity Cleaning Process is a 
comprehensive approach to producing a high 
purity surface for dental implants.
PALTOP’s ultra clean surface technology is based on decades of experience 
of the company’s founders in industrial manufacturing of highly sensitive 
components for advanced industries: semiconductors, oil & energy, chemical 
and pharmaceutical, food, etc.

Ultra-Clean 
Surface Technology 

From the Final report of the BDIZ EDI implant study 2014/15

An Israeli manufacturer (PALTOP) has decided 
to consistently clean their products with 
ultra-pure water (UPW), which is rather 

expensive to produce compared to regular 
demineralized water and is otherwise mostly 
employed by the semiconductor industry.

All Paltop's 
Components 
are Delivered 
Sterile
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minimally 
invasive

unique 
technology

innovation

the 
future
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